CON-KORITE PLUS
REPAIR & OVERLAY MORTAR

Applications

Agricultural Uses
Feed Bunks
Mangers
Parlors
Floors
Walls
Troughs
Gutters

Industrial & General Uses
Plant Floors
Parking Ramps
Roadways
Walkways
Driveways
Concrete Tanks
Pot Holes

Coverage
20.5 sq. ft. (1.9 m2) at 1/4” (.64 cm) per 60 lb. (27.21 kg) batch

Easy to Install
1. Prepare Surface
   Mechanical or Chemical
2. Blend Components
3. Place Mortar
   or notched trowel
4. Spread Mortar
5. Finish
6. Non-Slip Broadcast
   Optional

Provides
• Fast setting - Ready for use within 2-3 hours at 70°F
• Water, Salt & Sulfate tolerant - Withstands tough conditions
• Exceptional abrasion resistance - Stands up to heavy traffic
• Interior/Exterior use - Tolerates all weather conditions
• Non-shrink - Minimizes risk of delamination, improves bond
• High strength - 3 to 5 times stronger than Portland products

CON-KORITE PLUS is a ‘pure cement’ fast-setting, extra abrasion resistant, high strength and non-shrink mortar. It can be used for floor overlays and grouting.

When mixed with KB25 Acrylic Resin, this Pure Cement repair or overlay delivers very good resistance to wear and attack by corrosive compounds.

PACKAGING
CON-KORITE PLUS
Contains 55 lb. bag mortar,
2 Qt KB25, 1 Set Control
PLUS Kit     #KB0100

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS
55 lb. Bag     #KB0060
1 Gal. KB25    #KB0026
5 Gal. KB25    #KB0027

Can diamond grind and top-coat finished repair surface.